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1. Where does HRIF.EU come from?

AI-generated by DALL-
E

• The Netherlands: 
• From Republic (1648) via French to Monarchy (1814)
• 17,6 million inhabitants today

• What are we famous for?
• Cheese, bicycles, Rembrandt, Cruyff and tulips of 

course 
• The ‘golden age’, financial innovations as East/West 

India Company: worldwide corporations and the first 
shares

• Essence of Dutch business model since 1600:
• Corporations bring profit and are strongly facilitated
• Infringement of human rights is: collateral damage
• Very slow and unwilling learners in terms of human 

rights – apologies in december 2022



Human rights: pretence and practice
Prof. Dr. Jasper Krommendijk is Professor of human 
rights at Radboud University Nijmegen and Director of 
the Research Centre for State and Law (SteR).  He is 
the new Chair of the NNHRR (Netherlands Network of 
Human Rights Research) Steering Committee -> Jean 
Monnet Chair on the Rule of Law in the national and 
EU legal orders (EURoLNAT)

While The Netherlands champions itself as a leading human rights country that takes international human 
rights criticism seriously, the preliminary reaction of government officials or Member of Parliaments 
(MPs) to international criticism is often defensive. 

This gap between pretence and practice can, however, be bridged and 
change can be realized when (international) recommendations are 
taken up and lobbied on by domestic actors.

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-6265-114-2_15


Human Rights in NL: 2018 – 2020 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2020/02/landmark-ruling-dutch-court-stops-government-attempts-spy-poor-un-expert?LangID=E&NewsID=25522
https://www.rechtspraak.nl/Organisatie-en-contact/Organisatie/Rechtbanken/Rechtbank-Den-Haag/Nieuws/Paginas/SyRI-wetgeving-in-strijd-met-het-Europees-Verdrag-voor-de-Rechten-voor-de-Mens.aspx


Human Rights in 2020 – 2021 
On 7 December 2021, 
the Dutch Data 
Protection Authority 
(Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens, 
DDPA) imposed a 
penalty of EUR 2.75 
million on the Minister 
of Finance (Minister)
 for the processing of 
personal data by the Tax 
Administration 
(Belastingdienst) in 
violation of the General 
Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and 
the Dutch Personal 
Data Protection Act 
(Wbp). 

https://www.nautadutilh.com/en/insights/the-record-fine-for-the-dutch-tax-administration-from-a-legal-perspective/


Human Rights in 2020 – 2021 
THE GUARDIAN 
Netherlands

“Dutch government 
resigns over child 
benefits scandal”

Jon Henley Europe correspondent
@jonhenley

Fri 15 Jan 2021 15.32 CET

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/jonhenley
https://www.twitter.com/jonhenley
https://nltimes.nl/2021/10/19/1100-children-taken-homes-benefits-scandal-victims


Human Rights in EP 2022



Human Rights in 2022
On 7 April 2022, the Dutch Data 
Protection Authority (Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens, DDPA) imposed 
a penalty of EUR 3.7 million on the 
Minister of Finance (Minister)

for the processing of personal data by the Tax Administration (Belastingdienst) in violation of the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by maintaining a multitude of fraud-signalling 
records and databases, widely distributed and unchecked. 

- lack of legal basis, lack of limitation to purpose, inaccurate data, insufficient security 
measures and transgression of limitations to data storing, lack of involvement of Data Protection 
Officer

https://www.cliffordchance.com/insights/resources/blogs/talking-tech/en/articles/2022/04/dutch-government-fraud-scandal-leads-to-record-breaking-gdpr-fin.html
https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/uploads/imported/besluit_boete_belastingdienst_fsv.pdf
https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/uploads/imported/besluit_boete_belastingdienst_fsv.pdf


Dutch Ministry of Finance is by far 
the biggest infringer of human rights

• Ministry of Finance tops the list of 
GDPR fines in the Netherlands

• Effectively the Data Protection
Authority has an even bigger list of 
transgressions available but it seeks
to spend resources wisely and they
hope the message is now better
understood at the Ministry of Finance / 
Tax Authority

Ministry of Finance / Tax Authority 12-4-2022 3.700.000

Ministry of Finance / Tax Authority 7-12-2021 2.750.000

BKR (credit register of banks) 6-7-2020 830.000

TikTok 22-7-2021 750.000

Unknown 30-4-2020 725.000

City Enschede 29-4-2021 600.000

VoetbalTV 16-7-2020 575.000

Ministery Foreign Affairs 6-4-2022 565.000

KNLTB (tennis union) 3-3-2020 525.000

Locatefamily.com 12-5-2021 525.000

DPG Media (Sanoma) 24-2-2022 525.000

Booking.com 31-3-2021 475.000

Source: https://www.dirkzwager.nl/kennis/artikelen/overzicht-opgelegde-boetes-en-lasten-onder-dwangsom-door-autoriteit-persoonsgegevens/

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!



2018: Thesis of C. Kaiser on financial privacy evaluates
AMLD5 against COJ-rulings and rule of law and finds
infringements

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

Based on the existing case law of the CJEU, it can 
be argued that the measures of the Directive go 
beyond what is necessary to achieve the aim 
pursued. The measures cut too deeply into the 
privacy of customers to be considered in accord 
with the principle of proportionality. The rights to 
privacy and data protection are not properly 
balanced with the interest in facilitating the fight 
against serious crime. Therefore, the measures of 
the Anti-money laundering Directive do not 
properly respect the principle of proportionality.

https://pure.rug.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/65647303/Complete_thesis.pdf


2019: Repeated advice from AP (Data Protection Authority) as to mass surveillance 
character of AMLD and unlawfulness / disproportionality

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

March 2019 = 
• First off, it is a fact that the anti-money laundering directive has not been declared invalid. Furthermore, the government has the 

obligation to implement the proposed amendment to the directive. On the other hand, as indicated by the judgment of the Court of 
Justice of the EU in the Digital Rights Ireland case, the question arises as to whether the anti-money laundering directive and its 
implementation comply with the right to the protection of personal data, as enshrined in, among others, the Charter; specifically, 
whether the anti-money laundering directive, amending directive, and (proposed) implementation legislation adhere to the 
principle of proportionality. Noteworthy aspects include the "mass surveillance" nature of customer due diligence, resulting in the 
continuous monitoring of almost every EU citizen and masses of citizens outside the EU. Additionally, some other privacy 
safeguards are underdeveloped, such as the right to access and the notification obligation after a non-prosecutorial financial 
intelligence unit investigation. In the context of the proposed implementation, the powers for data exchange are further expanded 
(see points 2 and 3 for more details in this advice), making the question of the proportionality of the overall system even more 
pressing.

• In Article 65 of the amending directive, it is stipulated that no later than January 11, 2022, and subsequently every three years, the 
Commission shall prepare a report on the application of this directive, submitting it to the European Parliament and the Council. 
This report explicitly addresses the manner in which the fundamental rights and principles recognized in the Charter are respected. 
The Dutch Data Protection Authority (AP) advises, to the best of its ability, to promote that on that occasion, the proportionality of 
the anti-money laundering directive in relation to the right to the protection of personal data is thoroughly addressed.

https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/uploads/imported/advies_wijziging_vierde_antiwitwasrichtlijn.pdf


Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

Dutch Ministry of Finance on purpose does more than
needed when implementing EU rules

• It wrote the a law on settlement systems (wet op afwikkelsystemen) which is a Dutch 
law with no EU counterpart, to implement a 1980s policy promise to the central bank, 
leading to fragmented payment settlement market for Dutch services

• It converted the PSD2 registration regime for Payment Information Service Providers 
(which needed to be a registration) into a licensing regime on request of the Dutch 
central bank, while the PSD2 said registration,

• It was doing exactly the same when setting up a ‘registration regime’ for crypto, without 
paying respect to the legal history of the AMLD5 and the rule of law – see complaint
part 1

• It is committed to keep a 1992 choice/structure of unusual transaction reporting intact 
where the directive says suspicous transactions reporting – see complaint ; and is 
providing state aid to a group of Dutch banks in order to maintain this mechanism even 
when AML-regulation comes in – see complaint part 2



Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

Dutch Ministry of Finance on purpose does more than
needed when implementing EU rules

• It converted the PSD2 registration regime for Payment Information 
Service Providers (which needed to be a registration) into a 
licensing regime on request of the Dutch central bank

• It was doing exactly the same when setting up a ‘registration
regime’ for crypto, without paying respect to the legal history of the
AMLD5 and the rule of law – see complaint part 1

• It is committed to keep a structure over unusual transaction 
reporting intact where the directive says suspicous transactions 
reporting – see complaint ; and is providing state aid to a group of 
Dutch banks in order to maintain this mechanism even when AML-
regulation comes in – see complaint part 2

30-6-2019: “Our goal is to ensure an honest and secure financial system. We will achieve this together 
with the supervisory authorities, law enforcement agencies, FIU-Netherlands, the Public Prosecution 
Service, and the involved parties in the sector. With this collective effort, we aim to elevate the fight 
against money laundering to a higher level. In 2021, the effectiveness of the measures taken by the 
Netherlands to combat money laundering and terrorist financing will be evaluated by the Financial Action 
Task Force (FATF). To enhance the effectiveness of our system, several steps still need to be taken, to 
which this action plan makes a significant contribution. We aspire to be international leaders in the fight 
against money laundering, and we view the evaluation by the FATF as an important benchmark to assess 
our progress.” 

14-1-2020:” We utilize innovative initiatives, such as a pilot Serious Crime Task Force, a collaborative 
working group involving banks, supervision, and law enforcement focusing on Trade-Based Money 
Laundering (TBML), and the creation of opportunities for joint transaction monitoring. With these 
initiatives, we go beyond what international standards prescribe. We refer to our ambition to be among 
the leaders in the evaluation by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in 2021.” -
https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-16a17f5d-8695-41e3-8b0d-01d9046493b9/pdf 

https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-5a8378cd-a2ef-480e-8eff-676bff05b2f0/pdf
https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-16a17f5d-8695-41e3-8b0d-01d9046493b9/pdf


Evaluations of anti-money laundering policies are critical on the
tight-knit cooperation between selected private/public actors

• See the evaluation report here, over the years 2016-2018, with delivery well delayed
beyond normal timelines

• “In addition, a number of critical observations can be made with regard to the way in 
which information is shared and cooperation platforms set up. (1) The Dutch 
cooperation platforms and also the Dutch field of actors involved in combating 
terrorist financing are characterized by proximity. Although this is of great importance 
for the trust between the actors and contributes to the effectiveness of the system, it 
also raises questions about how this close collaboration and familiarity with each 
other(´s organisations) relates to critical supervision (how to prevention 'group 
think'?), objective accountability and a clear understanding who can be held 
responsible and liable for what”

• Extending and ensuring the legal basis of these initiatives can benefit from a public 
and informed discussion about effectiveness, proportionality and procedures.

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-b57c35e8-2f30-4afd-a746-51c78527c6ea/pdf


And the Dutch Ministry of Finance staff knows the legal
basis is a ‘point of attention’

• And the latest briefing of this
month for new Minister outlines the
issue of legal basis the staff
identify on data protection-
exchange

• “An additional point of attention is 
the (legal basis for) the exchange of 
data between public and private 
parties among themselves and 
between public and private 
entities”

Source: https://www.dirkzwager.nl/kennis/artikelen/overzicht-opgelegde-boetes-en-lasten-onder-dwangsom-door-autoriteit-persoonsgegevens/

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!

https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-3f452c19-7164-4311-b735-6f4dfcaadf89/pdf


Meanwhile, Dutch customers have had enough of all the
instrusion and excessive anti-money laundering policies

• AVRO/TROS Radar has highlighted the issue in 2 television shows, which received a lot of attention.
• Petition of HRIF.EU asking MPs to reduce the excessive Dutch bank methods/supervision approach 

and ensure availability of bank accounts to all reaches almost 15.000 subscribers. 

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!



In sum: greetings from the Netherlands
• The Dutch history, business model and current governments attitude is characterised by a lack of 

respect for human and fundamental rights. We are very slow learners. 
• Human Rights in Finance.EU was set up to speak up on behalf of all infringed citizens/companies and to

speed up the learning process and prevent harm from being done/continued
• We have the relevant Dutch scientific analysis available to balance human rights properly as well a Data 

Protection Authority with sufficient brain power but this perspective is not sufficiently appreciated and
taken on board

• The Ministry of Finance in particular displays a fundamental lack of respect for human rights and EU rule
of law in both its role as a Tax Authority and its responsibilities for intrusive AML-regulations and
overexcessive implementations of EU rules

• The managerial focus at the Ministry of Finance is skewed due to their agent-principle hostage situation
with financial supervisors and a groupthink constellation with law enforcement community, large banks
and the FIU

• The Ministry of Finance provides the Data Protection Authority with 40 million for supervision of all
sectors while the central bank gets a free pass to invoice the full supervision cost of 240 million euro to
the subjects/companies under supervision. 

Greetings from the Netherlands !!!



The assignment - preparation

• Pay close attention to the upcoming explanation of legal rules and 
transaction monitoring. Keep in mind the assignment

• You are an entity in the Netherlands that is subject to the provisions of 
AML-law and you consider the requirements going beyond what EU law 
requires.  

• What are the different legal avenues that you can pursue and on what 
basis would you challenge it?



1. Member States shall require obliged 
entities, and, where applicable, their 
directors and employees, to cooperate 
fully by promptly:

(a) informing the FIU, including by filing a 
report, on their own initiative, where the 
obliged entity knows, suspects or has 
reasonable grounds to suspect that 
funds, regardless of the amount 
involved, are the proceeds of criminal 
activity or are related to terrorist 
financing
(b) providing the FIU, directly or 
indirectly, at its request, with all 
necessary information, 

All suspicious transactions, including 
attempted transactions, shall be reported

ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING 
DIRECTIVE (EU) 2015/849 DUTCH AML-LAW - WWFT

Wwft-Artikel 16
•1 Een instelling meldt een verrichte of voorgenomen 
ongebruikelijke transactie onverwijld nadat het 
ongebruikelijke karakter van de transactie bekend is 
geworden, aan de Financiële inlichtingen eenheid.”

Wwft-Article 16
•1 An institution reports a completed or proposed unusual 
transaction to the Financial Intelligence Unit immediately 
after the unusual nature of the transaction has become 
known.

FIU decree
On the basis of the tasks assigned in the Wwft and the 
Wwft BES, the head of FIU-Netherlands is independently 
and exclusively authorized to:
    a. declare unusual transactions suspicious;



Europol report 2017: from suspicion to action

https://www.europol.europa.eu/cms/sites/default/files/documents/ql-01-17-932-en-c_pf_final.pdf


Banks and
obliged entities

MONITORINGS-
DUTY

Suspicious
transaction 
database

Financial Intelligence Unit => 
GO-AML systeem

PRIVATE 
PLAYERS POLICE

1. FIU-research 
and conclusion: 

suspicious

2. Matching with
all police records

Unusual
transaction

Banks and
obliged entities

Unusual
transaction 
database

Suspicious
transaction 
database

Information 
exchange under
respective laws

- VROS
- CJIB
- LovJ

Exchange -
Recursive feedback



Latest data on Dutch anomaly
Absolute number

of reports
Population

size
Reports: 1 per x 
inhabitants. X=

If NL would do things
the Irish way, they

would report 160.174 
trx meaning

1.736.000 reports do 
not have to be sent

If NL would do things
the EU large countries
way, they would report 

44.925 trx meaning
1.851.251 reports do 
not have to be sent



The problem

• An unusual transaction is not necessarily a suspicious 
transaction. 

• Incorrect transposition of Article 33 in national law ?



The assignment

• You are an entity in the Netherlands that is subject to the provisions of 
this law and you consider the requirements going beyond what EU law 
requires.  

• The bank management grumbles stuff like: 
• Ineffective creation of ‘noise’ for Financial Intelligence Units
• Risk of violating privacy rights 
• Costly workload

• What are the different legal avenues that you can pursue and on what 
basis would you challenge it?



Prompt – and image bij OPEN AI

In a bustling classroom, a diverse group of students is huddled 
together in small groups. Each group represents a mix of 
backgrounds, cultures, and identities. Some students are discussing 
ideas in animated conversations, while others are quietly jotting 
down notes. Laptops and textbooks are spread out across the 
tables, and the clock on the wall ticks away, reminding them of the 
limited time they have to complete their assignment. 

The teacher moves around, checking in on each group, offering 
guidance and encouragement. There’s a sense of camaraderie as 
students collaborate, sharing their unique perspectives and learning 
from one another. The big clock, prominently displayed near the 
front of the room, serves as a visual reminder of the ticking minutes 
for everyone, regardless of their individual differences.



Possible legal routes
• Court case before national court

• Disobey law and invite supervisor to fine/request compliance
• Refuse/dispute administrative decision of supervisor
• Appeal in court and request check national provision against EU law
• When in doubt it will refer the case to the CJEU using Article 267 TFEU

• Infringement proceeding (Article 258)
• A bank can not trigger this, but it can file a complaint with the European Commission in the 

hope that it will start up that process

• Direct action (Art 263) 
• Not relevant as the EU legislation is not the bone of contention
• If Directive would have been illegal, it should have been appealed within 2 months of its 

publication 
• By a privileged applicant 

• (only 1 in 30 non privileged applicants succeed in being allowed to challenge before the General Court)



Possible grounds for action
• AML-based: AML rules must be risk based and proportional to the main risks: 

terrorist financing and money laundering
• Dutch implementation violated EU principle of proportionality underlying AMLD directive 
• Dutch outsourcing of monitoring of transactions is prohibited in the Dutch AML-law itself

• GDPR based
• Defining unusual by means of a transaction amount trigger is an arbitrary infringement of 

privacy and prohibited under EVRM as well as under data minimization principles of 
processing of personal data

• Competition based 
• Dutch regime leads to excessive cost of business and local adaptation which are not in 

line with EU standards – distorts the level playing field and competition



Human Rights in Finance . EU



• Infringement
• Webform EU not handy, format/web interface EU Ombudsman is far better
• guard timelines: ask EU Ombudsman to get response,
• Use option to explain your grounds to EC (‘invite yourself’) 

• Court Case
• In theory the argument is that local court case may be angle to invalidate law – this 

is true, but asking for a follow up to commission after the verdict does not appear 
to yield results

• Anullment / direct action
• Standing before court: can you as organization be individually concerned under the 

current interpretations – 
• does the Plauman doctrine hold for privacy matters (where there is by definition no 

effective remedy afterwards) 

Experience with the legal routes



Infringement complaint
Human Rights in Finance.EU vs

Dutch Ministry of Finance 
Explanation of grounds for complaint of 12-10-

2023 by Human Rights in Finance.EU registered 
under number CPLT(2023)02904 

January 25, 2024



Agenda for the clarification of grounds

1. HRIF.EU sends you: Greetings from the Netherlands
2. Court case and relevant prior complaints (2019-2022) 
3. Part 1: license regime for crypto instead of registration
4. Part 2: ‘unusual’ unusual transactions reporting regime
5. Urgency and political relevance



Court – 2023: invalidation of Dutch law
Background story
https://moneyandpayments.simonl.org/2021/09/crypto-episode-as-part-of-dutch.html

Ruling judge 2023 
https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/details?id=ECLI:NL:RBROT:2023:9157

https://moneyandpayments.simonl.org/2021/09/crypto-episode-as-part-of-dutch.html
https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/details?id=ECLI:NL:RBROT:2023:9157


Relevant prior complaints - 1
• November 

2019 - Legal 
opinion (Hart 
advocaten) 
confirms de 
facto licensing
regime being
put in place
leading to
excessive
supervision, 
cost and
effectively a 
license regime

• Click on image to
arrive at Dutch 
source document

https://bitcoin.nl/files/artikelen/2022/01/Advies-t-Hart-advocaten-04112019-implementatiewet-witwassen-niet.pdf


Relevant prior complaints - 1
• Complaint registered at 15-11-2019, CHAP(2019)03200



Relevant prior complaints - 1
• Unexpected documentation of central

bank published, confirming the
idea/intent to have a license regime, 
leading to new e-mail on January 10, 
2020 (intended implementation date) to
Mr Dombrovski, with the request to take 
decisive action and correct this
overstepping of EU law

• See the status update here on medium: 
https://finhstamsterdam.medium.com/
january-10-2020-time-for-the-fifth-eu-
anti-money-laundering-directive-but-
aa3603070f78

https://finhstamsterdam.medium.com/january-10-2020-time-for-the-fifth-eu-anti-money-laundering-directive-but-aa3603070f78
https://finhstamsterdam.medium.com/january-10-2020-time-for-the-fifth-eu-anti-money-laundering-directive-but-aa3603070f78
https://finhstamsterdam.medium.com/january-10-2020-time-for-the-fifth-eu-anti-money-laundering-directive-but-aa3603070f78
https://finhstamsterdam.medium.com/january-10-2020-time-for-the-fifth-eu-anti-money-laundering-directive-but-aa3603070f78


Relevant prior 
complaints - 1
• Unexpected documentation of central

bank published in december 2019, 
confirming the idea/intent to have a 
license regime.

• See the letter of DNB here: 
https://simonl.org/wp-
content/uploads/reactie-DNB-op-
concept-wetsvoorstel-AMLD5.pdf (in 
Dutch)

https://simonl.org/wp-content/uploads/reactie-DNB-op-concept-wetsvoorstel-AMLD5.pdf
https://simonl.org/wp-content/uploads/reactie-DNB-op-concept-wetsvoorstel-AMLD5.pdf
https://simonl.org/wp-content/uploads/reactie-DNB-op-concept-wetsvoorstel-AMLD5.pdf


Relevant prior complaints – 1 case closes
• EU: February 7, 2020: Thank you for sending all this but we will not move in Europe as the law

is not a law yet. So if you don’t have further info, we will close



Relevant prior complaint 1: shall we call 
perhaps?
• Saturday

february 8, 
2020, 
request to
set up a 
call



Relevant prior complaint 1: it’s not an
infringement
• February 18, 2020, 

from EU

• We will close the
case and do 
infringement on 
timing only, not on 
content of the matter.



Relevant prior complaint 2:

• May 20, 2020, law
has entered into
force, second 
complaint



Relevant prior complaint 2: human rights
complaint includes data distribution via FIU 
reporting suspicious transactions 

• May 20, 2020, law has 
entered into force, 
second complaint



Relevant prior complaint 2: registration

• Receipt of 
complaint
number by
October 26th (5 
months instead of 
15 working days)



Relevant prior complaint 2: we don’t agree

• EU: Oct 26, 2020
We don’t agree and
we think you don’t
substantiate the
human rights
infringement and
there is going to be
an evaluation of 
human rights
impact of AMLD 
anyway by January
2022. So closing
case now.



Relevant prior complaint 2: please re-
consider
• EU: Oct 30, 2020
Please reconsider
the complaint and
do open the
infringement
procedure. 

This has substance
to it!



Relevant prior complaint
2: please re-consider
• EU: Oct 30, 2020
Please reconsider
the complaint and
do open the
infringement
procedure. This has 
substance to it and
EU must take 
onboard referrals to
literature as an
argument.



Relevant prior complaint
2: please re-consider

• EU: Oct 30, 2020
Please reconsider
the complaint and
do open the
infringement
procedure. This has 
substance to it and
here are the latest
developments
which demonstrate
the infringement.



Relevant prior complaint 2: reminder –
january 6, 2021 and reference to fincen-
response

• SL: Jan 6, 2021
Please look at 
FINCEN response for
futher info on the
infringements at hand 
– what is the status 
by the way?

https://moneyandpay
ments.simonl.org/20
21/01/response-by-
simon-lelieveldt-to-
fincen.html



Relevant prior complaint 2: closure letter jan 27, 
2021, Ares(2021)669189 - CHAP(2020)01471-

• EU: Jan 27, 2021
Thanks for all the
info but we’re really
closing the case

Bye bye.



Relevant prior complaint 2: closure letter jan 27, 
2021, Ares(2021)669189 - CHAP(2020)01471-
• At the time of writing

Bitonic was proceeding
in a court case against
the central bank – on the
topic of 
registration/requirement



Relevant prior complaint 2: law suit
outcome and EBA/FATF information

• SL: April 12, 2021
Please look at the EBA-
statement and the
outcome of the law suit
that occured in the
Netherlands where
infringement was 
noticed by relief judge
and privacy violation
was basis for fast
procedure = 

https://www.linkedin.co
m/pulse/eba-
identifying-dutch-
central-bank-
frontrunning-simon-
lelieveldt

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/eba-identifying-dutch-central-bank-frontrunning-simon-lelieveldt


Relevant prior complaint 3: law suit outcome and
EBA/FATF information

• Information about
retracted
registration
requirement law suit
and call upon the
Commission do live 
up to the spirit of 
European law and
do the right thing as 
a matter of being a 
good European civil
servant



Relevant prior complaint 3: law suit outcome and
EBA/FATF information

• Information about
retracted
registration
requirement law suit
and call upon the
Commission do live 
up to the spirit of 
European law and
do the right thing as 
a matter of being a 
good European civil
servant



Relevant prior complaint 3: law suit outcome and
EBA/FATF information

• Response by
september 2021.

• Note the absence of 
human rights
considerations and
the mentioning of 
‘compliance with
FATF-
recommendations’



Relevant prior complaint 3: e-mail announcing the
reiteration of complaint

• June 2022, sent by
founder Simon 
Lelieveldt



Relevant prior complaint 3: e-mail announcing the
reiteration of complaint

• September 2022, EU

• Nothing new here, so
we will not open any
further infringment
procedure



Status Complaint HRIF.EU October 2023

• Asked Ombudsman to intervene so we get timely response
• Invited for meeting/call on the topic
• Follow up mail



Mail HRIF.EU January 2024

• Asked Ombudsman so we get timely response
• Invited for meeting/call on the topic
• Follow up mail



Mail HRIF.EU March 2024



Mail HRIF.EU March 2024
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